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1. Introduction. Consider the motion of a closed loop of homogeneous string in

the absence of body forces. Let r(s, t) € Ei (Euclidean 3-space) denote the position

vector at time t of the material point that has arclength coordinate s in some natural

state. We say that the string undergoes an axial motion if r{s, t) = p(As + u/), where

p: E —► £3 is periodic with p' p' = 1 , and where A > 0 is the uniform stretch and

d/0 the constant speed of each particle. Note that p characterizes the shape of a

fixed spatial configuration, through which the string steadily "flows." In a previous

work [1], treating both inextensible chains and nonlinearly elastic strings, we showed

that: (i) axial motions are independent of shape, i.e., local linear momentum balance

is satisfied for any choice of p (assuming appropriate smoothness and periodicity);

(ii) the most familiar axial motion—a circular shape rotating rigidly about its ma-

jor axis of inertia—is energetically preferred over the others. More specifically, for

constant energy (v = const.), the circular shape renders the magnitude of the total

angular momentum a global maximum among all axial motions.

We view (ii) as a restricted stability result, which motivated the present study. In

this paper we investigate the stability and bifurcation of the circular axial motion

within a more general class of perturbations. Our approach to stability is based upon

a well known idea (going back at least to Routh [2]) that has recently been formal-

ized in a modern context, cf. [3, 4, 5]. Specifically, we seek local minimizers of the

total energy subject to the constraint of constant global angular momentum. Once

the existence of such minimizers has been established, it is relatively straightfor-

ward to demonstrate Liapunov stability of motion, employing an augmented energy

functional as a Liapunov function. Strictly speaking, we establish orbital Liapunov

stability, in the sense that steadily rotating motions (in the material description) are

given only to within an arbitrary temporal phase.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2 we pose our minimization problem

in the language of the calculus of variations with constraints (e.g., cf. [6]). For both

inextensible chains and nonlinearly elastic strings, we demonstrate that the circular

axial motion corresponds to a critical point of the appropriate augmented energy

functional. In Sec. 3 we show that an inextensible circular loop is unconditionally
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(for all nonzero angular speeds) orbitally stable. In Sec. 4 we investigate the stability

of nonlinearly elastic loops, choosing the magnitude of the angular momentum as the

control parameter. In this case, we classify strings as being either stiff or soft, accord-

ing to a convenient and physically relevant criterion. We demonstrate that stiff strings

are unconditionally orbitally stable, while soft strings are orbitally stable only if the

control parameter is below a critical value. In Sec. 5 we show that a soft elastic loop

will (generically) admit an <9(2)-symmetry-breaking branch of bifurcating solutions,

with bifurcation occurring at the critical value of the control parameter. We demon-

strate that the generality of our model (within the confines of physically reasonable

constitutive laws) permits a rich variety of bifurcation phenomena corresponding to

noncircular solutions.

In spite of its elegance and conceptual simplicity, our problem has apparently not

been analyzed before. Consequently, our results are new. There are several plausi-

ble explanations for its absence from the literature: (i) the effects of gravity render

experimental observation of the phenomena difficult; (ii) a systematic approach to

the stability analysis of steadily rotating continuum problems has only recently been

sorted out [3]; (iii) neither inextensible loops nor stiff elastic loops yield bifurcating

solutions. Of these, (iii) is perhaps the most likely. Indeed, the linear elastic string

(Hooke's law) of classical mechanics [7] is stiff according to our classification. In

particular, bifurcation cannot be detected for either inextensible or linearly elastic

models, the exclusive use of which is common even today.

2. Formulation and trivial solution. Consider a closed loop of string of total length

In in some homogeneous, tension-free (but otherwise arbitrary) reference configu-

ration. We identify a material point by its arclength coordinate s in that natural

state. Let r(s, t) S E} denote the position vector of particle 5 € R,ff = R (mod27r)

at time / <E R, as measured from a fixed origin. The local form of linear momentum

balance is expressed by

r,=v

\ = (Tt)s, (2.1)

where v is the velocity field, T is the tension in the string, and (•), = d(-)/dt, etc.

If the string is inextensible, we supplement (2.1) with

|rj2 = 1 , (2.2)

where |a|2 = a a for all a e E2. On the other hand, a hyperelastic string is charac-

terized by a constitutive law of the form

T=W'{\rs\), (2.3)

where W denotes the free-energy density. We assume that W : (0, oo) —> R is twice

continuously differentiate, with W'(l) = 0 and W" >0 on (0, oo).

We seek motions that render the total energy of the string stationary, under the

constraint of constant angular momentum. Let {i, j, k} denote the standard or-

thonormal basis for E3. Without loss of generality, we prescribe the angular mo-

mentum parallel to k. Accordingly, for an inextensible string we seek critical points
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of the functional

T)= f2n[\v\2/2 + T(\rs\2-l)/2]ds
Jo

CO

r-2 n

/ rxv<3,s-2i/ik
Jo

(2.4)

where T : R2;r xl-»l and a>: E —> £3 are Lagrange multipliers, and p. ± 0 is the

prescribed magnitude of the (normalized) angular momentum, which we treat as a

parameter. For hyperelastic strings, we seek extrema of

r>27l

*2(v,r ,co)
jo

<*271

ee r\\v\2/2+W(\rs\)]ds
Jo

CO r
Jo

r x\ds - 2jt/ik (2.5)

In seeking minima, we view and as functionals on phase space, viz., the

set of all sufficiently smooth (cf. Sec. 3) maps (v(-, t), r(-, /)): —» E3 x E3.

We first carry out the formal procedures of the calculus of variations necessary for

obtaining a smooth minimum. The first variation of ^ is given by

, vv + , r + r\, co , T)
d_

da
2n

[v • ; + T{r n)-w(i/xv + rxj)] ds.

a=0

L
Integration by parts and standard arguments yield the Euler-Lagrange equations:

v = wxr (2.6a)

(Tts)s = wx\, (2.6b)

subject to the constraints (2.2) and

r2n

r x\ds = 2nnk. (2.7)
/■Jo

Equation (2.6a) implies that the extremizers of are rigid rotations, characterized

by angular velocity a>. Note that (2.6) corresponds to (2.1) when the latter is special-

ized to rigid rotations. The tension T enforces the inextensibility constraint (2.2),

and condition (2.7) prescribes the total angular momentum.

The absence of external forces in our problem implies that the total linear mo-

mentum of the chain is conserved. Consequently, the mass center translates at a

constant velocity, which, without loss of generality, we take to be zero. Accordingly,

we append to (2.2), (2.6), and (2.7) the side condition

rln

rds = 0, (2.8)fJo

which fixes the mass center at the origin.
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We seek a solution of the form

co = wk, r = e(s + cot)

where

e(z^) = cos(^)i + sin(i/)j, (2.9)

corresponding to a circular steadily rotating solution. The substitution of (2.9) into

(2.6)-(2.8) yields

we = fik, Te = fi2,

re = e(s + /it) and \c — fie (s + fit), (2.10)

which is both a critical point of (2.4) and a solution of (2.1) and (2.2).

Similarly, the Euler-Lagrange equations for (2.5) are

v = 10 x r

([W/,(|rJ)/|ig]ri)i = cu x v, (2.11)

subject to (2.7) and (2.8). Since the string is extensible in this case, we seek a solution

of the form a> = a>k and r = Ae(s + cot) (A > 0), the substitution of which into

(2.7) and (2.11) gives

co = fi/A~

and

AV(A ) = fi2, (2.12)

respectively.

The properties of W insure that A A3W/'(A) is a monotonically increasing

function that maps (1, oo) onto (0, oo). Hence, we can invert (2.12) globally to
2 2

obtain A as a unique function of fi" , denoted A = A(/T), where A: (0, oo) —► (1 , oo)

is C1 and monotonically increasing. Hence,

0ie = cb{fi) k,

f = X(/u2)e(s + co(fi)t),

and

v = d>(fi)X(fi2)e'(s + dj(fi)t), where cb{fi) = fi/[X(fi2)]', (2.13)

is both a critical point of (2.5) and a solution of (2.1) and (2.3).

Remark 2.14. Recall that only rigid rotations qualify as critical points of our

energy functionals, cf. (2.6) and (2.11). It is easy to show that of the uncountably

many axial motions (discussed in Sec. 1), only the circular ones are rigid. That is,

the noncircular axial motions do not render the total energy stationary (for constant

angular momentum). While this fact and the results of [1] certainly suggest that the

noncircular axial motions are unstable, we merely conclude here that their stability

cannot be analyzed by the approach employed in this work.
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3. Stability of inextensible loops. In this section we analyze the stability of the

circular configuration for inextensible chains. The basic idea is to employ ^ as a

Liapunov function. Our first step is to examine the second variation of evaluated

at the critical point (2.10):

.2

<s2(£,q,fi) = ^rx(ye + , r(, + aq, fik, fi2)
da

c2n

o;=0

= [ [|£|2 + H2\qs\2 - 2//k- (q X £)]</$.
Jo

(3.1)

We say that the pair (£, q) is an admissible variation if, for all (£(s, t),

q{s, t)) is 27r-periodic, £(•, t) is absolutely continuous (continuous and possesses a

classical derivative a.e.), q{-,t) is of class C1 with qs{-,t) absolutely continuous,

and the following conditions (linearized constraints) hold:

L
e(s + fit)qs = 0, (3.2a)

[fitj xe'(i + fit) + e(s + fit) x £]ds = 0, (3.2b)

and
r27l

/Jo
qds = 0 Wei. (3.2c)

We first demonstrate that the second variation is positive semi-definite.

Lemma 3.3. d1 q, ft) > 0 for all admissible variations.

Proof. From the basic property of the Rayleigh quotient, we have the Poincare

inequality
fin rln ,

/ \qs\ ds>o / \q\'ds, (3.4)
Jo Jo

2
where a" is the minimum eigenvalue of

-1ss = a~rl> (3-5)

subject to (3.2) and 27r-periodicity in 5 . A simple calculation with the aid of (3.2c)

shows that a2 — 1 . Thus,

s2*f(Z,n,n)> I"tier + n2\i\2 - 2//k • (n x ;)]ds
Jo

= I [(£, + ftthY + (Ct - fMl\)2 + fl2(tlT,)2 + {^2,)2]ds > 0,
Jo

where q = f/,i + r]2] + qik , etc. □

On the other hand, we do not expect 6'^(£, q, fi) be positive definite. Indeed,

the circular configuration is given only to within an arbitrary phase angle, i.e., r =

e(s + nt+<//) and v = fie'(s + fit + y/) satisfy (2.2) and (2.6)-(2.8) (with ute and Te

as given by (2.10)) for all \)/ e . In other words, (2.10) is one member of a closed

orbit of critical points, along which St. is constant. Consequently, d2 St.e (£, q, fi)
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vanishes for all admissible variations tangential to the orbit, viz., for all (infinitesimal)

rotations of the form

q(s, t) = ak x e(s + fit + if/)

= a[- sin i//e(s + fit) + cos if/e (s + fit)],

£(s, t) = ak x fie(s + fit + if/))

= - afi[cos if/e(s + fit) + sin y/e'(s + fit)] Wa,if/eR. (3.6)

Note that (3.6) at if/ = n/2 is not allowed by (3.2a). Moreover, on physical grounds

(as well as for mathematical convenience), we are not interested in the variations

(3.6). Accordingly, we append to (3.2) the condition

L
In

(e (s + fit) ■ tj - /ie{s + fit) ■ £)ds = 0, (3.7)

which insures that an admissible variation (//, f) is orthogonal (in the L" sense) to

all variations of the form (3.6) at if/ = 0 .

Thus far, our development is independent of (3.2b). Moreover, we would like to

eliminate (2.7) and (3.2b) from our forthcoming stability theorem. (Otherwise, we

must restrict our analysis to the class of motions having the same angular momentum

as (vf, re), viz., 2nfik ). Accordingly, we define

D = {(£(•, t), n( , 0) e C°(R2lt; EJ) x C1 (K27I; £3): f( -, t) and tjs(-, t) are

absolutely continuous, and (3.2a), (3.2c), (3.7) hold W e R},

which is independent of (3.2b). We now conclude

Lemma 3.8. <52^f(f, tj, fi) > 0 for fi ± 0 and for all nonzero (£, tj) e D. More-

over, the critical point (2.10) is a relative minimum of the augmented energy func-

tional (2.4).

Proof. For (f, //) e £>, we have the Fourier-series representations

tj = ^[a„ cos(ns) + b„ sin(ns)]

n= 1

oo

c = c0 + 5>n cos (ns) + dn sin(ns)],

(3.9)

n= 1

the substitution of which into (3.1) yields

S (£, tj, fi) = 71 \ Yl\^an2 + Cn\) + ^bn2 + dn\) + ^Un\ ~ Cnl)
V n= 1

+ ^bni -dn2)2 + fi2(n- l)(a2n] +an2 + b2nl + b2n2)

+ (^3 + <23) + ^2'1(^3 + ^3)] + Ico|21 , (3-10)
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where = anXi+an2)-\-an-ik , etc. Clearly, 52 ̂  , rj, fi) > 0, with equality holding

only if

co = a„ = b„ = c« = d„ = °> for « = 2, 3, ... ,

fl13 ~ ^13 = CI3 = ^13 = ® ' C11 = 12 '

d| j fib ̂  12 i s and d^ — | >

7 = (c,i + c2j) cos(s) 4- (c3i + c4 j) sin(s)

i.e., only if

and

^ — fikx t/, (3.11)

where the ct, i = 1, 2... , 4, are arbitrary functions of time. However,(3.2a) and

(3.7) imply that ci■ — 0, i = 1, ... , 4, for all (£, q) e D.

To see that (2.10) is a relative minimum of (2.4), we note that (v, r) i-»

(v, r, fik, fi2) is quadratic. Hence,

+ C, r, + ti, nk, n2)-J?[(\e, Te, ilk, n~) = t], fi), (3.12)

which is positive for all nonzero (£, rj) e D . □

We now establish orbital Liapunov stability of the motion (2.10). An easy calcula-

tion shows that ^ is constant along any classical solution of (2.1), (2.2), and (2.8)

(cf. Remark 3.16). Moreover, for any fixed value of fi ^ 0, Lemma 3.8 insures that

\\(;,n)\\2=l-d2^le(;,n,H) (3.13)

1 2
defines a norm (equivalent to the usual H xL metric) on D . Suppose that (v,r) =

(vp , r,) + (Av, Ar) is a classical solution of (2.1), (2.2), and (2.8). By virtue of (3.12),

we have

||(Av(0, Ar(/))||2 = ^(y{t), r(t), fik, fi2) - ^(vf , r,, ^k, ju2)

= ^(v(0), r(0), fik, fi2) -^{\e,re, /uk, fi2), (3.14)

where the last equality follows from the fact that ^ is a constant of the motion.

Then (3.12)-(3.14) yield

Theorem 3.15. The motion (2.10) is orbitallv Liapunov stable, i.e., given an e > 0,

then ||(v(0), r(0)) - (vf, r,)||2 < e implies that

||(v(/), r(t)) - (vp, rp)||2 = |^(v(0), r(0), fik, fi2) -^(vf , , fik, fi2) \ < e.

Remark 3.16. In developing our stability theorem, we have tacitly assumed that

C1 solutions of the initial-value problem for (2.1) and (2.2) exist for all time, which

may not be the case. Indeed, we know of no such global existence theorems; (2.1) and

(2.2) may conceivably admit solutions with shocks for smooth initial data. Nonethe-

less, our results are rigorous for all times during which C1 solutions exist.

Finally, it is easy to show that the linearization of (2.6) about the trivial solution

(2.10) ultimately leads to the equation

nss + 1 — (k ti)k = 0,
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which is independent of ji. Thus, we conclude

Theorem 3.17. With /u = co as a control parameter, there is no bifurcation from

the circular configuration (2.10) to other steadily rotating states.

4. Stability of hyperelastic loops. We consider the stability of the circular config-

uration (2.13) in this section, employing the energy functional (2.5) as a Liapunov

function. The second variation of evaluated at (2.13) is given by

d2
<S2^(C ,rj,n)= " ^(v +Qf,f e + ati,a>e

da

fJo

a=0

~*{\Z\2 + [ w'(X(n2))/X(n2))\tif

+ - w\X(fi2))/X(M2)](e' • tj y

- 2cb(fi)k ■ (// x £)}ds. (4.1)

We place the same smoothness requirements on an admissible variation (£,//) as

in Sec. 3. In this case, the linearized constraints are

c2n

[cb(n)ti x e (s + cb(fi)t) + e{s + (b(n)t) x f] ds — 0, (4.2a)L0

and
»2n

/Jo
i] ds - 0. (4.2b)

The third term of the integrand in (4.1), which does not appear in (3.1), plays a

crucial role in our forthcoming analysis of stability and bifurcation. Accordingly, we

find it convenient to make the following classification.

Definition 4.2. A hyperelastic string, characterized by the free-energy function

W , is said to be stiff if

-^-[W'{u)/u]> 0 Vi/e(l,oo).

Otherwise, the string is said to be soft.

Remark 4.3. We can interpret Definition 4.2 geometrically by referring to the

graph of W' (the constitutive law T — W'{k) vs. X ). A string is stiff if the secant

W'(X)/jI is always less than the tangent modulus of elasticity, W"{/1). Typical con-

stitutive laws for stiff and soft elastic strings are illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that our

previous restrictions on W (cf. Sec. 2) insure that even soft strings have a positive

tangent modulus, i.e., W"(v) >0 W e (0, oo).

We first show that all strings are "initially stiff."

Lemma 4.4. For all soft strings, there is a number ).t > 1 such that

= 0.*-[W\v)lv)> 0 Vi/e[l,AJ, and -£-[w'(v)/v]

Proof. Our restrictions on W imply that v g(u) = [W'\u)lu - W'[y)jv2] is

continuous on (0, oo) with g( 1) = W"( 1) > 0. Thus, g > 0 on some open interval
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-T = W (X)

'1 1 X,

(a) stiff (b) soft

Fig. 1. Typical constitutive relations for elastic strings.

containing v — 1 . Definition 4.2 implies that g has at least one zero on (1, oo),

the smallest of which we denote by , cf. Fig. lb. □

Before presenting our stability theorem, we note that, like (2.10), the critical point

(2.13) is given only to within an arbitrary phase angle. Thus, (4.1) vanishes for all

variations of the form

tj{s, t) = ak x e(s + &>{n)t + y/)

= a[- sin y/e{s + d>{/i)t) + cos y/e'(s + tb(fi)t)],
/ (4.5)

£(s, t) = akx ne (s + + y/))

= - ao;((u)[cos ^e(i' + cb(fi)t) + sin y/e(s + Q)(fi)t)]. Va, yj £ M.

In this case, (4.5) at y/ = n/2 is ruled out by (4.2a). However, we would like to

eliminate both (2.7) and (4.2a) from our forthcoming stability theorem, for the same

reasons given in Sec. 3, cf. (3.2b) and Theorem 3.15. Since the string is extensible,

we have no analogue of (3.2a) in this case. Hence, without (4.2a), we must now

append two orthogonality conditions to (4.2b) (cf. (3.7)):

fin

[e (s + cb(fi)t) ■ t] - cb(fi)e(s + cb(fi)t) ■ £]ds = 0,
/Jo

and
r2n

[e(5 + cb(fi)t) ■ t] + cb(fi)e'(s + (b{/i)t) ■ £] ds = 0, (4.6)
/■Jo

which insure that a variation (£, tj) is orthogonal to all variations of the form (4.5).

We define

D = {(£(•, t),!/(-, t)) e ; E3) x c'(M2 ; E3): C(-, 0 and » (•, t) are271 > / ^ 271 ' /* 'V 5 V ctll*a '/5V

absolutely continuous, and (4.2b), (4.6) hold V/ e

We now conclude

Lemma 4.7. The following claims hold for all stiff strings with // ^ 0 and for all
2 2 3 /

soft strings with 0 < // < H7 (A ). The second variation is positive definite,
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i.e., S2<%^e(£, tj, n) > 0 for all nonzero (f, //) e D, and the critical point (2.13) is

a (weak) relative minimizer of the augmented energy functional (2.5).

Proof. By virtue of (2.12), (4.1), and Definition 4.2 (or Lemma 4.4), it follows

that

<S2<(C, t,, n) > <2(?, t,, n) = f{\;I2 + [CD(//)]2)|VJ2 - 2&(/z)k ■ [tj X c)}ds. (4.8)
Jo

Note that Q( f, ti, n) is identical to S tj, pi), except that cb(pi) is now in

place of n , cf. (3.1). Hence, from the proof of Lemma 3.3, we conclude that Q is

positive semi-definite. To show definiteness, we emulate the proof of Lemma (3.8)

to conclude that Q(£, tj, pi) = 0 only if (f, tj) is of the form (3.11). In this case,

conditions (4.6) imply that cj = 0, / = 1, ... , 4.

We now demonstrate that (2.13) is a weak relative minimum of (2.5), i.e., a relative

minimum with respect to the usual C°xC' topology induced by

ll(C. ̂) 11 c° x c1 = max 1^1 + mF 1*1 + mF W- (4-9^
L XL seR2„

First we define

*2a"(v, r, n\ tl) = ^^(v + aC, r + ati,
da

a=0

/Jo
2"{|f|2 + [^'(|rJ)/|r AM I2

= -d + rC, re + rq, pi; f, tj)

+ [^"(|rs|)- W'd^D/I^IKr,-^) /|rJ|'-26(iu)k t\ xQds.

(4.10)

By (2.13) and Taylor's theorem, there is a number 0 < t < 1 such that

^(VP + f, ve + tj, We) - JT2(ve , Te , fbe)

1 t-2 ,

2'

> \ [\ICI2 + [W'mn2)e + xtis\)/\X(pi2)e + rns\]\fls\2 - 2a,(ti)k ■ (n x f)]<fc,
ZJo (4.11)

for ||(£, J/)llc0xc' sufficiency small, where the last inequality follows from Definition

4.2 (or Lemma 4.4) and (4.10). Moreover, (2.12) and the smoothness of W insure

that for e > 0, we have

[ [W'(\X(m2W + ?tls\)/\Mv2)e +?ns\]\tls\2 ds - [ [cb{/i2)]'\tif ds
Jo Jo

<e [ \ris\2 ds <zkQ(&, tj, //), (4.12)
Jo

V(C, tj) € D with ||(C, '/)llc0xc1 sufficiently small, where k > 0 is a constant. Note

that the left side of (4.12) is also the magnitude of the difference between Q(£, tp, pi)

and two times the right side of (4.11). Thus, if e = 1/2k , say, then we have

^(ve + f, re + tf, 0ie) ~^2{ve, ie, ojc) > <2(£, //, n)/4, (4.13)

which is positive for all nonzero (f, ?)efl. □
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The demonstration of orbital Liapunov stability of the motion (2.13) is nearly

identical to the analysis of the motion (2.10) culminating in Theorem 3.15. Hence,

we emphasize here only those aspects that differ from the development presented in

Sec. 3. From the proof of Lemma 4.7, we see that

ll(C, ti)f =
defines a norm on D. However, in this case we have no analogue of equality (3.13).

Consequently, we must restrict the perturbations with the stronger topology of (4.9),

as suggested by the conditions of inequality (4.13). Since ^ is a constant of the

motion, (4.13) yields the following analogue of (3.14):

||(Av(0 , Ar(0)||2 < ^(v(0), r(0), cbe) - ^(v,, r,, me),

for all classical solutions (v, r) = (\e, rf) + (Av, Ar) of (2.1), (2.3), and (2.8). The

smoothness of W insures that £%(•,•,&) is continuous at (v,, f ) with respect to

the norm defined by (4.9), and thus, we conclude

Theorem 4.14. Assume the hypotheses of Lemma 4.7. The motion (2.13) is orbitally

Liapunov stable, i.e, given an s > 0, there exists a S > 0 such that

HMO), r(0)) - {\e, rf)||£a.xCi < 8

implies

||(v(0, r(0) - (v^, r^)]!2 < |^(v(0), r(0), we) , fe, &e)\ < e.

5. Bifurcation analysis of elastic loops. In this section we consider the possibility

of other steadily rotating solutions bifurcating from the circular one (2.13) for elastic

strings. The governing equations are given by (2.11) subject to (2.7) and (2.8), which

have (2.13) as a trivial solution. However, we find it convenient to reformulate the

problem as follows. Referring to (2.9), we define

el(/)=e(oj/) and e2(/) = e'(a)t),

and seek planar solutions of the form

2

C0 = (Vk, r(5, t) = J2u„(s)en{t). (5.1)
a= 1

Let u denote the complex-valued function on defined by

u(s) = u{(s) +t'u2(s). (5.2)

The substitution of (5.1) into (2.7) and (2.11), while employing (5.2) yields

(qu)'+ 4n2n2 (j |w|2afsj u — 0 on , (5.3a)

where

9(i) = ^(|«'(j)|)/|«'(j)|, (5.3b)
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and where
r2 n N 1

co-27ijuiJ \u\2 dsj , (5.4)
'o

which has been eliminated. Condition (2.8) is now expressed as

r2n

/Jo
uds = 0. (5.5)

The trivial solution (2.13), corresponding to the circular configuration, is equivalent

to
u = X(ii2)e's, (5.6)

which is readily verified to be a solution of (5.3) satisfying (5.5).

A convenient componential form of (5.3a) results from the employment of polar
■ n

coordinates (r, 6) via u = re' , where r(s) > 0 and 0 < 6{s) < 2n on 2n '

(V) + ^Tl" fl r = 0, (5.7a)

(qd'r2)'= 0. (5.7b)

Of course (5.7b) admits the conserved quantity

qO'r2 = C. (5.8)

By virtue of (5.3b), it follows that (5.8) can be expressed as

h(0',r,r') = 0, (5.9)

where /?: R3 —> R is C1 . At the trivial solution (5.6), we have

h(\, l(n2), 0) = 0,

and a straightforward calculation yields

^(1 , l^2), 0) = w"{l{n2))[X{n2)f > 0.
ad

1 ■ 2
Then by the implicit function theorem, there is a unique C mapping /: R —> R

such that (5.8) is equivalent to

0' = X(r,r), (5.10)

for all (r, r) in some sufficiently small neighborhood of , 0), with

/(V),0) = 1. (5.11)

If we set r — 1(/T) + w, then the left side of (5.7a), with the aid of (5.3b)

and (5.10), defines a mapping (w, A) f(w, X). Without loss of generality, we

henceforth find it convenient to multiply the left side of (5.7a) by the positive quantity

X(fi2)/W'{X(fi2)) in our definition of /. Let C"n denote the space of all «-times
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0 2
continuously differentiable, real-valued functions on . We equip C2n and C2n

with the usual norms

||if ||co = max |io(5)|
56R2lt

and

\\w\\c2 = |M|co + ||lo'||co + ||u>"||co ,

2
respectively. Let Q denote some sufficiently small neighborhood of w-=0eC2n.

0 2
Clearly, / : Q x (0, oo) —> C2n , and the mapping w i-> f(w, n ) is readily shown

to be continuously Frechet differentiable on Q. We now represent our problem

abstractly by

f(w,v) = 0, (5.12)

where /(0,/z2) = 0 V/T e (0,oo).

Of course, a necessary condition for bifurcation is that the linearized problem,

A(»2)(l> = [Dwf(0,n2)]<f> = 0, (5.13)

admit a nontrivial solution pair (</>, /,i2) e C2n x (0, oo), where D f denotes the

Frechet derivative of / with respect to its first argument. A straightforward calcu-

lation employing (2.12) yields (5.13) explicitly:

4>" + [3 + p(l{/u"))]<fr - — [ <j>ds = 0, on M, , (5.14)
71 Jo

where

p(X) = W'(X)/XW"(X) (5.15)

is the ratio of the secant to the tangent modulus, cf. Remark 4.3. Clearly, (5.14)

admits nontrivial solutions on iff the characteristic equation,

p(X{n2)) = n2- 3 (5.16)

has roots, denoted ju2 , for n e N. Our previous assumptions on W (cf. Sec. 2)

insure that p > 0, and by Definition 4.2, stiff strings are characterized by p < 1 .

Thus, we have

Theorem 5.17. The characteristic equation (5.16) has no roots for n = 1 . Moreover,

if the string is stiff, then (5.16) has no roots VneN. Thus, stiff strings do not admit

bifurcating solutions from the circular configuration.

Remark 5.18. In the context of our problem, Theorems 4.14 and 5.17 imply that

a stiff string behaves much like an inextensible one, cf. Theorems 3.15 and 3.17.

The remainder of this section is devoted exclusively to soft strings. In this case,

Lemma 4.4 and (5.15) imply that p(X(ii2)) = 1 (i.e., (5.16) for n = 2) has at least

one root, viz., //2 = 1J. The existence of other roots depends crucially

upon the behavior of p, which, in turn, depends upon that of W, cf. (5.15). At

this level of generality, (5.16) can have no other roots, a finite number of additional

roots, or infinitely many roots. Moreover, in the latter two cases, there can exist more

than one root for fixed n . As an illustration, we depict several plausible constitutive
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Fig. 2. Three exemplary constitutive laws for soft elastic strings and

the corresponding graphs of Eq. (5.16).

relations in Fig. 2a, with the corresponding graphs of p shown in Fig. 2b. We shall

return to these after addressing sufficient conditions for bifurcation.

If (5.16) has a root nn , then the general solution of (5.14) is

4>n = A sin(«5) + B cos(ns) + C, (5.19)

where A, B , and C are constants. However, C is not arbitrary. Indeed, C = 0
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~ 2
for n > 2 . For n — 2, the linearization of (5.10) about r = A(//2) yields

0' = -[l+pa(^))]^/I(^). (5.20)
id

The 27r-periodicity of u = re demands that 6(s + 2n) = In + 6(s), from which

we deduce that C = 0 (after integrating (5.20) via (5.19)). The constants A and B

are arbitrary.

From (5.13) and (5.19), it follows that the kernel of A(jun) is two-dimensional,

which ostensibly complicates a bifurcation analysis. However, this redundancy is a

direct consequence of the 0(2) symmetry inherent in our problem, cf. [8]. Indeed,

w i * f(w,n ) is readily shown to be equivariant under the transformations w(s) —►

w(s - a), w(-s) Vq e R7;r, which generates a representation of 0(2) on C"n ■ We

can employ well-known group theoretic tools to obtain bifurcation criteria for soft

strings.

Theorem 5.21. Let nn be a root of (5.16), and consider the function a: (1, oo) K

defined by

an(X)=pW + ^-n2. (5.22)

Suppose that An = Mm„) is the only zero of an on some sufficiently small neigh-

borhood of Xn , denoted (An - e, + e), e > 0. If the sign of on on (An - e, kn)

is different from that on (Xn, An + e), then there is a local branch of nontrivial

solutions G ^ x (^' 00) > emanating from the trivial branch at (0, /un). Corre-

sponding to any solution point (w , jx2) e (w / 0), the symmetry of the string is

characterized by the dihedral group Dn (the complete symmetry group of a regular

«-sided polygon for n > 3 ; for n = 2, the complete symmetry group of a rectangle).

Moreover, if W is thrice continuously differentiate at , and if

p\K)* 0' (5-23)

then corresponding to any "direction,"

<j>'n = a cos(ns) + (1 — a) sin(«s) € ker A(ju2) 0<a<l, (5.24)

there is a unique, local Z)n-symmetric (pitchfork) branch of bifurcating solutions of

the form

w = xc/)"n + o(x), (5.25a)
2 2

ji = nn + o(x), asx-^0, (5.25b)

where x = (4>"n , w), and (•, •) denotes the usual L2 inner product.

Proof. Since the local analysis of 0(2)-symmetry-breaking bifurcation is well

known (cf. [8]), we merely outline the relevant steps here. By (5.14), (5.15), and
- 2

(5.22), it is easy to show that on(X(n )) is the eigenvalue of the self-adjoint operator
2 2

A(fi ) corresponding to the eigenspace span{cos(«s), sin(«s)}. In particular, A(jx~)

is readily shown to be Fredholm of index zero. Well-known group-theoretic argu-

ments justify a standard one-dimensional bifurcational analysis corresponding to the

mode <f)"n . Hence, both claims of the theorem follow from the equivariant branching
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lemma (e.g., cf. [9]). Indeed, since 1' > 0 on (0, oo) (cf. (2.12)), the first-stated

conditions insure an (equivariant) odd-crossing condition, cf. [10]. In particular, we

recognize (5.23) as the strict-crossing condition. □

By our previous results and Theorem 5.21, we can deduce both necessary and

sufficient conditions for bifurcation directly from the graph of (5.16). Specifically, if

the curve y = p{X) intersects the line y = n — 3 at Xn, and if p is monotonic on

some open neighborhood of Xn, then bifurcation occurs. Referring to the examples

of Fig. 2, we illustrate the associated bifurcation diagrams schematically in Fig. 3.

(n = 3)

0 2 2^

^ h
Fig. 3. Bifurcation diagrams corresponding to the three materials

depicted in Fig. 2.

If (5.23) holds, then a detailed local analysis shows that the orientation of the

pitchfork (subcritical or supercritical) depends upon a maze of terms involving the

first through fourth derivatives of W evaluated at Xn . However, for the special, and

perhaps most important, case n — 2, this expression simplifies considerably, viz.,

(5.25b) is given by
2 2 2 2

n = n~2 + yx + °(x ) > as * —> o,

where

7 = [48 W\X2) - \62XL2W"\X2) + 189A* w"'\X2)]l24nX\p\X2).

Of course, W1 > 0. However, there are no natural hypotheses for the sign of either

W'" or W"", which obviates any general conclusions about the sign of y.

We complete this section by discussing two important special cases for n = 2.

First suppose that W'"(X2) < 0, with W""(X2) sufficiently small. Then the constitu-

tive law locally resembles that depicted in Fig. lb (with X-, = Xt), and the bifurcation

diagram is supercritical (y > 0), cf. Fig. 3. On the other hand, it is well known

that tensile tests (e.g., on rubber) often suggest a constitutive law similar to material

III of Fig. 2a, in which case the corresponding graph of p is shown in Fig. 2b.

Thus, there are two (n = 2) bifurcations in succession, as depicted in Fig. 3. For

- Xt sufficiently small (cf. Fig. 2a), we can use standard arguments of singularity
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theory to show that these two branches are connected, forming a continuous "loop"

of solutions.

Consider a one-parameter family of (sufficiently smooth) free-energy functions

W \ (0, oo) x R —> R such that A W(X, t) satisfies our original requirements for

W (cf. Sec. 2) for all r sufficiently small. We further assume that

wtiK = K > -Kr >0- = = = w*mx = o,

and

<m>\wImr\>^ _ (5.26)

where W* = Wx(A.t, 0), etc. Then the Taylor series of W(X, r) about (At, 0) is of

the form

T\ _ u/* _j_ <u/* n ui _ 'MXWAX,x) = w: + {W:i^){\-a1T)^-K) + {W*im±b2)^-XS +

2 2 ■—'
where 0 < a , b~ < 1 . The constitutive law T = W^(A, t) is illustrated in Fig. 4

for several different small values of the parameter z . Note that the string is stiff for

r < 0 and soft for r > 0.

Fig. 4. The constitutive law T = H\(A,r) for three distinguished

values of r .

If we employ W in place of W in (5.3b) and (5.7), we obtain a two-parameter

version of (5.12), denoted by

f{w,/u2, t) = 0, (5.27)

where / : Q x (0, oo) x R —► . If we repeat the analysis (5.13)—(5.16) for (5.27),

we obtain the two-parameter characteristic equation (for n = 2)

p(A, t) = Wk{X, z)IXWu{X, t) = 1. (5.28)

The graph of A i—> p(X, t) (corresponding to the values of r previously considered

in Fig. 4) is depicted in Fig. 5. Clearly, (5.28) has no roots, one root, and two roots

for r < 0, t = 0, and r > 0, respectively. Note that r = 0 corresponds to a soft

string that does not satisfy the crossing condition (strict or otherwise) of Theorem

5.21.
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(n = 2) 1

K

Fig 5. Graph of Eq. (5.28) for three distinguished values of r .

Theorem 5.29. For any direction (5.24) (n = 2), the local bifurcation diagram of

(5.27)
form

(5.27) near (w , fj2, i) = (0, /r , 0) is equivalent to the one generated by the normal

x3 + x(li2 - nl)2 - xr = 0, (5.30)

where x is defined in (5.25b). Hence, the bifurcations are as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Bifurcation diagram corresponding to the one-parameter fam-

ily of constitutive laws T = t) .

Proof. For any fixed value of a e [0, 1 ], consider the one-dimensional (Liapunov-

Schmidt) reduced problem

g(x, n2, t) = {(p", f(x4>'' + i//{x, fi2, t), /i2, t)) = 0, (5.31)
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where > T)) = 0 and y/{0, p2, r) = i//v(0, fi2t, 0) = 0. Since (w , p,

r) = (0, , 0) is a singular point on the trivial solution, we know that g* = g* =

0, where g* = g(0, , 0), etc., and that all partial derivatives of g with re-

spect to n~ and t evaluated at x = 0 vanish. Moreover,it is readily shown that

x g(x, /u1, t) inherits Z2-equivariance (oddness) from the 0(2)-equivariance of

w f(w, pi , t) , cf. [8]. Thus, g*x = g*2 = 0. Finally, several lengthy but

straightforward calculations employing conditions (5.26) yield

= ̂ 2> DJA°' ' °)^) = UK' O)A'(^) = 0,

4 - Vr(0. 0)^) =A(*.. O)A'(^) = -w;w:jk(K)2 > 0'

4, = <<^2' A'/(0, nl,0)f2f2f2) = ~[4&w:/xl + mw*]/24n < 0,

and

4v = o)^> =^(a„ o)[AVi)]2 < o.

Hence, we see that the first few terms of the Taylor series for g agree (in sign)

with (5.30). The truncation of the higher-order terms can be justified by well-known

methods of singularity theory [11], In particular, we recognize (5.30) as a universal

Z2-unfolding of g(x, p , 0). □

Concluding remarks. Referring to Fig. 6, we recall from Sec. 4 that the trivial

solution branch is stable to the left of the first bifurcation point. The same analysis

implies that the trivial solution is also stable to the right of the second bifurcation

point. Of course we expect instability between the two bifurcation points, and the

second variation is readily shown to be indefinite there. However, a linear stability

analysis of the circular solution in that parameter range is inconclusive; all eigenvalues

of the linearized dynamical system are on the imaginary axis. This phenomenon,

which is a consequence of the rotational symmetry in the problem, also occurs in the

stability analysis of a bead in a rotating bowl of revolution [12], and in that of whirling

shafts of circular cross-section [13]. It is interesting to note that the introduction

of small dissipation into those simple (finite-dimensional) problems seems to imply

instability. Note that we can easily introduce internal damping into our string model

(visco-elasticity) without violating conservation of angular momentum, in which case

the energy functional employed in this paper serve as Liapunov functionals. We shall

pursue this avenue elsewhere.
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